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AIRC-Meeting 2019

Ten Members of AIRC held conference in Zagreb/ Croatia
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1- The members of AIRC diskuss international and national conditions and
projects in the body- and paintshop business. 2- Ivica Ivicek from Croatia
reports about national repair market. 3- Ivica Ivicek, Erik-Paul Papinski (President) and Bodyshop owner of Bodyshop Auto Kantoci. 4- Entrance to Auto Kantoci who work together with different insurance companies. 5- Look into the bodyshop of Auto Kantoci in Zagreb. 6- Bodyshop specialists exchange
opinions. 7-8 Visit Mercedes-Benz bodyshop of Emil Frey Mercedes in Zagreb. 9- Happy come together at dinner.
10-11- Visit the independent paint shop of Zagi-Kurpes. 12- Perfect host Ivica Ivicek showed the AIRC-Members also
the historical old city of Zagreb.
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In 2020, the AIRC will meet in Iceland by honouring its invitation.

